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Article Body:
The Wicked Witch of the West, Elphaba, was born with a pea-green skin and is considered to be

Wicked is based on one of the best selling novels, "Wicked: the Life and Times of the Wicked W

An astonishingly rich re-creation of the Land of Oz, this book retells the story of Elphaba, t

Maguire’s story begins with a moral about understanding and appreciating differences among peo

Check out the hottest theaters that are hosting the exotic play. We present wicked’s Chicago t
The Wicked fairytale is brought to life by the Academy Award winner, Stephen Schwartz’s music

With a cast led by Broadway legend Ben Vereen, TV icon Rue McClanahan and breakthrough stars S
The plot focuses on the witches of Oz prior to Dorthy’s arrival from Kansas. The Wizard (Joel
The scenery and costumes of the Wicked spring forth in fairytale colors, allowing children to

Wicked the musical is not Wicked the novel. While the novel is its source, the musical present

Fans of Gregory Maguire’s novel "Wicked" may criticize the changes made by stage adapter Winni

This fantasy-filled musical was the winner of three 2004 Tony Awards including prizes for Best
"Wicked" earned back its entire initial investment by December 21, 2004. In its first year it

Wicked co-producer David Stone reported that the show, which plays the 1,800-seat Gershwin The

The fall of this year is fully loaded by "Wicked" shows all over the United States. Atlanta, S
For more information about wicked ticket visit: http://www.ticketnest.com/theater-tickets/wick
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